
4 NIGHTS2 GUESTS

YUKON NORTHERN LIGHTS 
AND DOG SLEDDING

Adventure by Day, Northern Lights by Night!

This package is available from the middle of August 2024 to the end of March 2025. Package pricing is valid for 2024-2025 season only.
Package can be transferred to 2025-2026, but with upgrade fee TBD. Booking the trip should be no later than 60 days ahead of desired
travel dates, sooner booking will ensure optimal availability. This package is transferable to another traveler, free of charge, if your
package has not been booked and confirmed. Airfare, meals, and activities are not included unless specifically listed under Trip Details.
Dog sledding requires a basic fitness level and balance. You might have to help the dogs push the sled up some hills. Depending on the
snow level or the available dog sled kennel, you might share a sled, have a sled on your own, run on forest trails or river trails. The tours
are fully guided. Release of Liability & Claims form to be signed prior to tour start.

P A C K A G E  I N C L U D E S :

4 Nights accommodation in Whitehorse at a 3.5-star
hotel
All van transfers with an English-speaking
driver/guide
Airport transfers before 8 pm, orientation, city tour,
Aurora viewing, and assistance
4 Nights of Aurora watching with complimentary
warm drinks and snacks
Yukon Wildlife Preserve and Hot Springs combo tour

Dog Sledding: transfers; instructions & guide; use
of dogs and sled (2 guests per dog sled); snacks
and got drinks; (release of Liability & Claims form
to be signed prior to tour start)
Excluded Services: Meals and beverages, Optional
Excursions (such as snowmobiling, ice fishing etc.



YUKON NORTHERN
LIGHTS AND DOG
SLEDDING
Put this package on your bucket list! The magic of the Yukon comes to
life on this 5-day, 4-night northern adventure. Spend your days exploring
Whitehorse, Canada from your centrally located hotel, enjoy a guided city
tour, and embark on exciting daytime adventures such as ice fishing,
snowshoeing, hiking and fishing. One of the highlights of this trip is the
exhilarating dog sledding experience. You’ll transfer by van to the dog
kennel outside of Whitehorse, where you’ll watch your guide harness the
dogs and hitch them to the sled. Then, you’ll have the thrilling
opportunity to run your own dog team for approximately two hours,
creating unforgettable memories of your northern adventure. At night,
we will whisk you away from the city lights to a cozy cabin or wall tent
with an outdoor platform for an unobstructed view of the Aurora
Borealis. You’ll have three chances to view the mystical Northern Lights
on this trip. Warm up with a coffee or tea as you wait by the fire for the
Aurora show to start: an eerie green sheen that ripples into the night sky
and arcs slowly to suddenly burst across the full expanse of the sky —
nature at its best! The Solar Max is peaking this year. The next Autumnal
Equinox is on September 22, 2024, and the next Vernal (Spring) Equinox
is on March 20, 2025, both coinciding with the predicted Solar Maximum
— a peak time of solar activity that comes around once every 11 years.

3,2954,500$ $

EXPECTED SALE PRICE COST OF THE TRIPS 

This package is available from the middle of August 2024 to the end of March 2025. Package pricing is valid for 2024-2025 season only. Package can be
transferred to 2025-2026, but with upgrade fee TBD. Booking the trip should be no later than 60 days ahead of desired travel dates, sooner booking will
ensure optimal availability. This package is transferable to another traveler, free of charge, if your package has not been booked and confirmed. Airfare,
meals, and activities are not included unless specifically listed under Trip Details. Dog sledding requires a basic fitness level and balance. You might have
to help the dogs push the sled up some hills. Depending on the snow level or the available dog sled kennel, you might share a sled, have a sled on your
own, run on forest trails or river trails. The tours are fully guided. Release of Liability & Claims form to be signed prior to tour start.

4 Nights

2 Guests

2

60 Days

Aug 2024 - Mar 2025 

YES

Length of Stay

# of People

# we can sell

All Inclusive

Booking Reservation

Travel Completed

Blackout Dates

NO

Available from the middle of August 2024 to the end of
March 2025. 


